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Abstract— We prove that a connected graph G contains a 

circuit—a closed walk that repeats no edges—through any k 

prescribed edges if and providing G contains no odd cut of 

size at the foremost k. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Finding a cycle1 containing certain prescribed vertices or 

edges of a graph is also a classical downside in graph theory. 

once specifying vertices, already Paul Adrien 

Maurice nuclear physicist  determined that, in a very k‐
connected graph, any k vertices lie on a typical cycle, that this 

will be not primarily true for k + one distinct vertices. Dirac’s 

results marked the place to start for form of results giving 

conditions at a lower place that a set of vertices lies on a 

typical cycle, which we tend to refer the reader to Gould’s 

survey [2] for an in depth outline of lands up during 

this direction. 

When trying to go looking out a cycle containing 

some nominal edges, analysis has been driven by form 

of conjectures as a result of Lovász and Woodall. The 

strongest of these is that the subsequent. 

Conjecture 1.1: Lovász‐Woodall Conjecture. Let S 

be a set of k independent edges in a k‐connected graph G. If 

k is even or G − S is connected, then there is a cycle in G 

containing  

Building on earlier work by Woodall, above all on a 

way of Woodall from [6] called the Hopping Lemma, 

Häggkvist and Thomassen [4] and Kawarabayashi [3], 

theorem 2] established the subsequent variants of the Lovász 
Woodall Conjecture. First, within the case of Häggkvist and 

Thomassen, by coming out from the stronger assumption of 

(k + 1)‐connectedness, and second, within the case of 

Kawarabayashi, by getting a weaker conclusion, 

namely, 2 cycles rather than one. 

Theorem 1.2 Häggkvist and Thomassen. For any set 

S of k freelance edges in a very (k + 1)‐connected 

graph, there's a cycle in G containing S. 

Theorem 1.3 Kawarabayashi. Let S be a 

collection of k freelance edges in a very k‐connected graph 

G. If k is even or G − S is connected, then S is contained in 

one or a union of 2 vertex disjoint 

cycles of G. 

We remark that Theorem 1.2 has been extended by 

Denley and Chinese [[7], corollary 3.4]. They showed 

amongst different results that the cycle containing S may 

be forced to additionally meet one additionally prescribed 

bond of the graph. 

In the gift paper, we have a tendency to have an 

interest in a very any variant of the matter, wherever rather 

than a cycle we have a tendency to aim to search out a 

circuit—a closed walk that repeats no edges (but might repeat 

vertices)—containing a collection of prescribed edges. 

Clearly, for this variant, it's now not necessary to assume our 

edges to be freelance. If one aims for results similar in spirit 

to the cycle case on top of, it seems natural to think about 

edge‐connectivity rather than vertex property. however 

whereas within the on top of cases, vertex property could be 

a far‐from necessary condition, the corresponding version for 

circuits admits a complete characterization in terms of edge 

cuts, that is that the main results of our paper. 

Theorem 1.4. A connected graph G contains a circuit 

through any k prescribed edges if and as long as G contains 

no odd cut of size at the most k. 

Corollary 1.5. If for a few a connected graph G 

contains a circuit through any k ∈  

2k – 1 prescribed edges, then G additionally contains a circuit 

through any 2k prescribed edges. 

While all the graphs treated during this paper square 

measure straightforward, one will simply derive an 

equivalent characterization for multigraphs, since 

subdividing each fringe of a print once doesn't give rise to 

new odd cuts. 

To see that the condition in Theorem 1.4 is 

important, recall that the graph given by the vertices and 

edges of a circuit is Eulerian, that is, even and connected, and 

then a necessary demand for locating a circuit through a 

collection of edges is that it are often extended to a good 

subgraph. The latter has been characterised by coastal diving 

bird in 1979. 

Theorem 1.6 Jaeger. a collection of edges S in an 

exceedingly graph G is contained in a good subgraph of G if 

and provided that S contains no odd cut of G. 

However, whereas Jaeger’s theorem straight off 

shows the requirement of our characterizing condition in 

Theorem 1.4, it doesn't yield its sufficiency, as Jaeger’s even 

subgraph isn't necessarily connected (even if G is). This issue 

was conjointly unnoted by Lai [8]. See Section five for further 

discussion once Jaeger’s condition will bring about to a 

circuit. 

Example 1.7 falsification to [9, theorems 1.1 & 4.1]. 

Let k ≥ 3, let G be the ladder with k + 1 rungs, and S be a 

collection of rungs of G of size 3 ≤ ∣ S ∣ ≤ k. Then S extends 

to a good subgraph of G, however each such even subgraph 

has a minimum of ⌈∣S ∣ /2⌉ ≥ a pair of elements. 

Proof. Since G − S is connected, the set 

S doesn't contain any cut of G (regardless of its parity), and 

then S extends to a good subgraph by Theorem 1.6. 

Now let e1, e2, e3 ∈ S be 3 edges ordered from left 

to right (cf, Figure 1), and suppose for a contradiction there is 

an even, connected subgraph H of G containing e e e , , 1 2 3 

. Let C and C′ be the sting cuts consisting of the 2 incident 

edges to the left and to the correct of e2, severally (cf, Figure 

1). Since H is connected and contains e1 and e3, H 

meets each cuts C and C′. Since H is even, it meets each cut 

of G in a good number of edges, and then C ∪ C′ ⊂ E (H). on 

the other hand each finish vertices of e2 have degree 

three in H, a contradiction to H being even. 
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In specific, if H is a good subgraph containing S, 

then each element of H contains at the most 2 rungs from 

S, and then H has a minimum of ⌈∣S ∣ /2⌉ elements.  

 
Fig. 1: A ladder with specific rungs S = {e1, …, ek} 

So rather than pertaining to Jaeger’s theorem for 

proving the sufficiency of the characterizing condition in 

Theorem 1.4, we have a tendency to another time depend 

upon the technique of Woodall’s hopping lemma. 

Finally, allow us to mention the survey by Catlin [9] 

for connected analysis on the existence of spanning circuits 

in an exceedingly graph. Lai [8]established the subsequent 

adequate condition for a graph to contain a spanning circuit 

through any k prescribed edges. 

Theorem 1.8 Lai. For k ∈N let f (k) be the 

littlest even whole number ≥ max(k, 4). IfG is f(k)‐edge‐
connected, then G contains a spanning circuit through any k 

prescribed edges. 

A connected variant is to seek out spanning trails 

(not essentially closed) containing a given set of edges (see, 

eg, [12] and also the references there in). 

II. PRELIMINARIES 

All graphs during this paper square measure finite and 

easy. we have a tendency to  = let  and use [n] = 

and [0, n] = . For our use of the terms cycle, walk, trail, AND 

gate, we have a tendency to follow [1]. Let 

us clarify United States of Americae|the utilization|the 

employment} of technical terms currently. 

Definition a pair of.1. Let G = (V, E) be a graph. 

For a collection of vertices A ⊆ V, we write 

 ∂GA ≔ for the sting boundary of A in G. For F ⊆ E, we 

call 

 F a cut of G, if there's Associate in Nursing A ⊆ 

V specified ∂GA = F, and 

 a cut F odd, if |F | is odd. Otherwise, we have a tendency 

to decision F even 

Recall that everyone cuts of some graph square 

measure albeit and provided that all its vertices have even 

degree. 

Definition a pair of.2. Let G = (V, E) be a graph, and 

let T = v0 … vr a come in G. 

 T could be a path in G, if all of its edges square 

measure distinct. Further, v0 is that the begin vertex and  

vr is that the end vertex of T , and every 

one alternative vertices square measure referred to 

as inner vertices of T . 

 T is closed, if its begin vertex and finish vertex agree. A 

closed path is additionally known as circuit. 

 V (T) and E (T) denote the vertices and edges of the 

underlying subgraph of T . 

Definition a pair of.3. Let G = (V, E) be a graph. For x, y ∈V, 

X,Y ⊆ V and trails P = p0 …pr and Q = q0…qw in G, we 

define 

 PQ or p0PprQqw is that the concatenated path p0 …pr 

q1 …qw (only once P and Q area unit edgedisjoint 

and pr = q0), 

 P is associate degree X − Y path, if p0 ∈ X, pr ∈ Y and 

no inner vertex is in X or Y. For singletons 

write x − y path rather than − path, 

 P could be a subtrail of Q with witnessing 

interval information science = ⊆ [0, w], if pH = qtP+h 

for 

every h ∈ [0, r] or pH = qtP+r−h for each h ∈ [0, r], and 

 Q¯ = qw …q0 is that the reversed path of Q. 

Fact 2.4. If P could be a subtrail of Q and P uses a 

minimum of one edge, then the witnessing interval 

IP of P in Q is exclusive 

Proof. Let P = p0 … pr and Q = q0…qw with r ≥ one. 

Note that whereas for one vertex pi there can be many qj with 

pi = qj, for each edge pi−1pi there's a novel j = j (i) ∈ [w] with 

pi−1pi = hj−1hj (since our graphs area unit simple). From 

this, it follows that information science = ⋃i∈[r] {j (i) − one, 

j (i)}, then the witnessing interval information science of P 

in Q is exclusive. 

Definition a pair of.5. Let (X, <X ) be a finite linear 

order. For a ≤X b ∈ X, we define 

 [a, b] because the bounded interval from a to b. Further, 

for a set 

Y ⊆ X, we write 

 max the best part of Y with relevance  

 min the tiniest part of Y with relevance<x.</x. 

III. DEPLETION TO THE BRIDGE CASE 

The proof of our characterization theorem of graphs 

containing a circuit through any k prescribed 

edges can proceed via induction on k. For the induction step, 

suppose we've got k + 1 edges e1, …, ek+1 of G and 

will assume inductively that any k edges lie on a 

standard circuit in G. Let H be such a circuit through e1, …, 

ek in G. Our task is then to conjointly incorporate the last 

edge ek+1 into a circuit. 

As our initial result, we'll show that it suffices to 

think about the case wherever ek+1 could be a bridge in 

G − E (H). a lot of exactly, we tend to claim that it suffices to 

prove the subsequent theorem. 

Theorem 3.1. Let G be a graph containing no odd cut 

of size at the most k + one, let be a set of k + 1 edges in G, 

and H be a circuit in G through e1, …, ek such that ek+1 could 

be a bridge in G − E (H). Then there exists a circuit H′ in G 

through e1, …, ek+1. Moreover, if associate 

degree finish vertex of ek+1 isn't in V (H), then we tend 

to might assume that H′ passes it specifically once. We defer 

the proof of Theorem 3.1 till consequent section, 

and initial show a way to complete the proof of the 

Characterization Theorem one.4 given Theorem 3.1. 

Proof of Theorem 1.4 given Theorem 3.1. As proclaimed, the 

proof of the sufficiency of the characterization in 

Theorem one.4 can go via induction on k. the bottom case is 

easy: A connected graph while not odd cuts of size at the 

most k = one is obviously the same as a bridgeless connected 
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graph. however any draw close such a graph lies on a 

circuit. Now assume inductively that Theorem 1.4 holds for a 

few whole number. 

Theorem 1.4 within the case k + one, let G be a graph 

containing no odd cut of size at the most k + 1, and S e e 

= k one +1 a set of k + one edges in G. By induction, we tend 

to might realize a circuit H in G through e1, …, ek. If ek+1 ∈ 

E (H), we tend to area unit done. So assume that ek+1 ∉ E 

(H). If ek+1 could be a bridge of G − E (H), then we tend 

to area unit done by 

Theorem 3.1 (the moreover‐
part isn't required during this case). Otherwise, ek+1 isn't a 

bridge in G − E (H), and that we might choose D because 

the top 2‐edge‐connected subgraph of G − E (H) containing 

ek+1. 

Note that D and H area unit edge‐
disjoint, however would possibly share vertices. If they do, 

choose v ∈ V (D) ∩ V (H) at random. to envision that there's a 

circuit H* in D containing v andek+1, construct Associate in 

Nursing auxiliary graph D′ from D by subdividing ek+1 by a 

replacement vertex w. 

Since D is 2‐edge‐connected, so is D′. By Menger’s 

theorem, there ar 2 edgedisjoint w − v ways in D′ translating 

to the specified circuit H* in D. Since H and H* are edge‐
disjoint and run across in v, it's clear that E (H) ∪ E (H*) is 

that the edge set of a circuit covering S. 

Thus, we have a tendency to could assume that V 

(D) ∩ V (H) = ∅. Let F ≔ ∂G(V (D)) ⊆ E⧹E (H) and 

observe that each go up F could be a bridge in G − E (H). 

Since G is connected, F is nonempty, and that we opt for eF 

∈ F randomly. Write eF = uw with u ∈ V (D). Next, we 

contract D inG. Let G′ be the ensuing graph and Cupid's itch ∈ 

V (G′) be the vertex corresponding to the shrunken D. 

Observe that H continues to be a circuit through e1, 

…, ek in G′, that Cupid's itch isn't contained 

in V (H) which G′ is easy. what is more, each cut of G′ is 

additionally a cut in G (after uncontracting Vd ), and then G′ 

contains no odd cut of size at the most k + 1. Hence, we have 

a tendency to could apply Theorem three.1 to G′, H and eF to 

search out a circuit H′ ⊆ G′ through e1, …, ek and eF, such H′ 

passes Cupid's itch specifically once (by the moreover‐part). 

Let e = u′w′ with u′ ∈ V (D) be the sting in F akin to the 

opposite edge in H′ incident with Cupid's itch. The circuit H′ 

in G′ corresponds to Associate in Nursing u′ − u path H* in G 

− E (D). By subdividing ek+1 in D once 

and victimization Menger’s theorem within the ensuing 2‐
edge‐connected graph D′, we discover Associate in Nursing u 

− u′ path Q in D trough ek+1. Since Q and H* are edge‐
disjoint, it follows that uQu′H*u is that the desired circuit in 

G through e1, …, ek+1. 

IV. SUPPLYING THE BRIDGE CASE 

In this section, we have a tendency to prove Theorem 3.1, 

finishing the proof of the characterization expressed in 

Theorem 1.4. As indicated within the introduction, our proof 

of Theorem three.1 relies on the so called Hopping Lemma 

thanks to Woodall [6]. Throughout this section, once 

describing our setup and stating our auxiliary results, we 

work in a hard and fast 2‐edge‐connected graph G V E = ( , ), 

with S e e = k one +1 a set of k + one edges of G, and H a 

shortest circuit through e1, …, ek inG. Any remaining 

assumptions that includes in Theorem three.1 can solely be 

utilized in the ultimate proof of Theorem three.1 itself at the 

terribly finish of this section. 

If e1, …, ek lie on a cycle C, then C − naturally falls 

apart into elements, each of which could be a path. If as in our 

state of affairs e1, …, ek lie on a standard circuit H, then H − 

also falls apart into segments: subtrails H1, …, Hk of H such 

(after relabeling our edges) we have a tendency to have H = 

H1e1H2e2…ek−1Hk ek. Note, however, that totally different 

segments of H − are no longer vertex‐disjoint (and thus don't 

correspond to elements of the subgraph H − , cf, Figure 2). 

Definition 4.1. Given the circuit H = 

H1e1H2e2…ek−1Hk ek, we have a tendency to decision Hj 

the jth section of H. Since H is 

shortest potential, each section Hj could be a path. we have a 

tendency to let the trail order on V (Hj) elicited by the circuit 

H. 

Definition 4.2. Given the circuit H with segments, 

for U ⊆ V and j ∈ [k], we outline (cf, Definition a pair of.5) 

1) Onj (U) ≔ U ∩ V (Hj) because the vertices of U on the 

jth section of H, 

2) Clj (U) ≔ [minbecause the closure of Uon the 

jth section of H, 

3) Cl(U) ≔ ⋃ℓ∈[k]Clℓ(U) because the closure of U in H, 

4) Frj(U) ≔ because the frontier ofUon the jth section of H 

and 

5) Fr(U) ≔ ⋃ℓ∈[k]Frℓ(U) because the frontier of U in H. 

Note that thanks to the very fact that totally 

different segments will run across, the set inclusions 

Cl(U) ⊆ Cl(Cl(U)), Clj (U) ⊆ Onj (Cl(U)), and Frj(U) ⊆ Onj 

(Fr(U)) could be correct. Fact 4.3. For j ∈ [k] and U ⊆ 

V, we've got Clj (U) could be a subtrail of Hj. 

 
Fig. 2: a pair of A circuit H = H1e1H2e2H3e3 with 

segments H1, H2, H3 

Definition 4.4. For x, y ∈ V (G) and X ⊆ V, we say 

1) Associate in Nursing x − y path P is allowable, if it's in 

G − E (H) − ek+1 and V (P) ∩ V (H) ⊆ , and  

2) R(X) ≔ permissible x′ − y′ trail} as reach of X when H. 

We stress that the inner vertices of associate 

degree permissible x − y path don't seem to be in V (H). 

Definition 4.5. we tend to outline associate degree  

recursively by Nincreasing sequence (Ai)i∈ 

1) A0 ≔ ∅, 

2) A1 ≔ R(), and 

3) if Ai is already outlined for a few i ≥ 1, then Ai+1 ≔ 

R(Cl(Ai)). Further, we tend to  Ai. Analogously,set A 

≔ ⋃i∈ we tend to outline associate degree increasing 

sequence (Bi)i∈ and B by interchanging a with b. 

The idea behind this definition is that 
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the easy observation that if A1 and B1 encounter an 

equivalent segment of H, then we tend to clearly would 

be done. this can not continually be doable, then we tend 

to restate this procedure once more and once more, till we 

tend to do realize one vertex in a very and one vertex in 

B that ar contained within the same phase of H, as 

Lemma 4.6 below shows. 

We remark that Definition four differs from 

Woodall’s.5 of (Ai)i∈ in this Woodall’s permissible 

paths (see x*y in [6]) from Ai to new vertices of 

Ai+1 don't seem to be allowed to start out from the 

frontier 

of Ai. 

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND AN OPEN QUESTION 

To find a circuit through any k prescribed edges we tend 

to used a worldwide property by forbidding all odd cuts 

of delimited size. However, if we tend to ar solely fascinated 

by one specific edge set, forbidding all delimited sized odd 

cuts looks unnecessarily strong: as an example, if our k 

edges ar contained in a very (k + 1)‐edge‐connected 

subgraph, then it's immaterial whether or not the full graph 

contains some more little odd cuts. Hence, the 

subsequent natural question arises. 

Question 5.1. once will a given edge set of a graph 

G be coated by a circuit in G? One line of investigation may 

well be whether or not a condition like the one in Jaeger’s 

Theorem 1.6 may well be of further facilitate. 

Definition 5, let g (k) be.2. For any k ∈  the tiniest whole 

number specified a collection S of at most k edges in a very g 

(k)‐edge‐connected graph G is roofed by a circuit in G if 

and as long as S contains no odd cut of G.Lemma 5.3. For any 

k ∈N  

1) g (k) ≤ m ≤ k + 1, wherever m is that the smallest 

even whole number ≥ k, and 

2) for k ≥ 4, g (k) > ℓ, wherever ℓ is that the greatest 

odd whole number ≤ (1/2)( 8k − seven + 1). 

Fact 5.4. We have g (1) = 0, g (2) = 2, g (3) = 3, and g (4) = 4. 

Proof. to envision g (1) = zero, observe that any edge 

not being a bridge of its element should 

lie on a cycle. For g (2) = a pair of, note that g (2) ≤ a pair 

of by Lemma 5.3, and g (2) > one by considering 2 

disjoint cycles connected by a foothold, 

and lease S incorporates one edge from every cycle.  

Next, Example 1.7 shows g (3) > a pair of. For g (3) 

≤ 3, let G be a 3‐edge‐connected graph and S be a 3‐set of 

edges that contains no odd cut of size at the most 3. By 

Theorem 1.6, there exists an excellent subgraph H of G. we 

elect H subgraph‐minimal, then H has at 

most 3 parts. First, we tend to assume that H has 3 parts C C 

C, 1 2 3, and scale back it to the case 

where H has 2 parts by considering the 3 edge‐disjoint V (C1) 

− V (C2 + C3) paths in G that exist by Menger’s theorem 

Now, we tend to assume that H has 2 parts C1, 

C2 wherever while not loss of generality∣ E (C1) ∩ S ∣ 
= 1. once more there ar 3 edge‐disjoint V (C1) − V 

(C2) ways in G. At least two of them meet an 

equivalent phase of C2 specified we are able to construct a 

cycle in G that goes through all 3 edges. 

Finally, g (4) = 4 follows from Lemma 5.3.  Thus, 

by adding Jaeger’s condition, for odd ∣ S ∣ it seems we 

want less edge‐connectivity than before. it would be a 

noteworthy drawback to search out the precise values for 

the operate f , or at least to enhance any of the bounds given 

in Lemma 5.3. above all, we tend to weren't ready to realize 

an example witnessing g (5) > 4. 
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